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We investigate cosmological evolution in models where the eective potential V (φ) may become negative
for some values of the eld φ. Phase portraits of such theories in space of variables (φ, _φ, H) have several
qualitatively new features as compared with phase portraits in the theories with V (φ) > 0. Cosmological
evolution in models with potentials with a \stable" minimum at V (φ) < 0 is similar in some respects to the
evolution in models with potentials unbounded from below. Instead of reaching an AdS regime dominated by
the negative vacuum energy, the universe reaches a turning point where its energy density vanishes, and then
it contracts to a singularity with properties that are practically independent of V (φ). We apply our methods
to investigation of the recently proposed cyclic universe scenario. We show that in addition to the singularity
problem there are other problems that need to be resolved in order to realize a cyclic regime in this scenario.
We propose several modications of this scenario and conclude that the best way to improve it is to add a





Since the invention of inflationary cosmology Starobinsky:te-Hybrid, the theory of the evolution of
scalar elds in an expanding universe has been investigated quite extensively, both at the classical and the
quantum level. While many features of scalar eld cosmology are well understood, the overall picture remains
somewhat incomplete. In this paper we will extend the investigation of scalar eld cosmology to models with
negative eective potentials. We are also going to bring together several other issues, such as the impact of
radiation and particle production on the onset of inflation. This will allow us to get a better understanding
of various possibilities that may appear in scalar eld cosmology.
We are going to use a general approach based on the investigation of 3D phase portraits that show the
behavior of the scalar eld φ, its velocity _φ, and the Hubble constant H = a˙a . We will see that the phase
portraits of models with V (φ) > 0 and with V (φ) < 0 are qualitatively dierent and that additional changes
appear when one adds matter and/or radiation.
There are several reasons to study cosmology with negative potentials. The rst one is related to the
cosmological constant problem. The simplest potential used in inflationary cosmology is V (φ) = 12m
2φ2
Chaot. One can add to this potential a small cosmological constant V0 without changing any features
of inflation. A small positive V0  10−120 (in Planck units) would be sucient to describe the present
acceleration of the universe in a de Sitter-like state. But why should V0 be so small and positive? What
would happen for V0 < 0? Does the post-inflationary universe with V0 < 0 behave like anti-de Sitter space,
which is so popular in M-theory?
Rather unexpectedly, the answer to this question appears to be negative: After a long stage of inflation
the universe with V0 < 0 cannot approach an AdS regime; instead of that it collapses N8,Fastroll. In this
paper we will study cosmological behavior in a large class of theories with negative potentials and explain
why the universe in these theories stops expanding and eventually collapses.
Another reason to study theories with negative potentials is provided by the investigation of cosmology
in N=2,4,8 gauged supergravity. Recently it was found that in all known versions of these theories potentials
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with extrema at V (φ) > 0 are unbounded from below. Despite this fact, such models can, under certain
conditions, describe the present stage of acceleration of the universe N8,Fastroll.
One more reason is related to a formal connection with warp factor/bulk scalar dynamics in brane
cosmology. It has recently been shown that the equations for the warp factor and scalar eld in brane
cosmology with a scalar eld potential V (φ) are similar to the equations for the scale factor and scalar eld
in 4D cosmology with the opposite potential −V (φ) Felder:2001da. This reveals an interesting relation of
cosmology with negative potentials and warp geometry with positive potentials.
Finally, cosmology with a negative potential V (φ) is the basis of the recently proposed \cyclic universe"
model Cyclic based in part on the ekpyrotic scenario KOST. However, unlike in the ekpyrotic scenario KOST,
the authors of Cyclic assume, in accordance with pyrotech, that the scalar eld potential V (φ) at large φ
is positive and nearly constant. As a result, the universe experiences \superluminal expansion" (inflation)
that helps to solve some of the cosmological problems. In this sense cyclic scenario, unlike the ekpyrotic
scenario of Ref. KOST, is a specic version of inflationary theory rather than an alternative to inflation.
One should note, however, that this is a very specic kind of inflation that is possible only if the universe is
exponentially large all the time. Thus the large size of the universe is not explained by inflation in this model
but rather required for it.hen the scalar eld rolls to a minimum of its eective potential with V (φ) < 0, the
universe contracts to a singularity, re-emerges and again enters a stage of inflation. This scenario inherits
many unsolved problems of the ekpyrotic model pyrotech, including the singularity problem Seiberg. The
authors assume that the universe can pass through the singularity and that one can use perturbation theory
and specic matching conditions at the singularity to calculate density perturbations in the post-big bang
universe generated by processes prior to the singularity Khoury:2001zk. This issue is rather controversial
Lyth:2001pf. The possibility of achieving a cyclic regime depends on various assumptions concerning the
creation of matter and the acceleration of the scalar eld during the big bang.
The idea that the big bang is not the beginning of the universe but a point of a phase transition is quite
interesting, see e.g. Tolman-1931-PBB. However, the more assumptions about the singularity one needs
to make, the less trustworthy are the conclusions. In this respect, inflationary theory provides us with a
unique possibility to construct a theory largely independent of any assumptions about the initial singularity.
According to this theory, the structure of the observable part of the universe is determined by processes at
the last stages of inflation, at densities much smaller than the Planck density. As a result, observational
data practically do not depend on the unknown initial conditions in the early universe.
Since the cyclic scenario does require repeated periods of inflation anyway, it would be nice to avoid the
vulnerability of this scenario with respect to the unknown physics at the singularity by placing the stage of
inflation before the stage of large scale structure formation rather than after it.
In order to achieve this goal we will examine the conditions that are necessary for the existence of
the cyclic regime in the model of Ref. Cyclic and then check whether the model can be modied in a
way that would not require various speculations about the behavior of matter, the scalar eld, and density
perturbations near the singularity.
Our paper will thus consist of two parts. The rst part will contain a general study of scalar eld
cosmology with positive and negative potentials. The second part will be devoted to a more speculative
subject, it will include application of our general results to the cyclic scenario.
In Section archetypes we will describe several basic regimes that are possible in scalar eld cosmology:
the universe can be dominated by potential energy, by kinetic energy, by the energy density of an oscillating
scalar eld, or by matter or radiation. The discussion of these four distinct regimes will help us to understand
the phase portraits of the universe that we are going to draw in the subsequent sections.
Section portraits will describe the use of phase portraits for studying cosmological evolution. We will
write the evolution equations for the eld and scale factor in the form of three rst order equations plus one
time dependent constraint. The solutions to these equations can then be represented as trajectories in phase
space, clearly showing the possible ways the universe can evolve in dierent situations. Finally, by using a
ather required for it. T
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Poincare projection we can map the entire phase space onto a nite sphere, thus allowing the complete set
of possible trajectories to be easily seen.
In Section positive we will apply these methods to models with positive denite potentials. Such
potentials have been extensively studied before with the use of phase portraits Khalat,KLS. We study them
here partly to introduce the methods we are using and to provide a point of comparison for the negative
potentials of the following section. We also present some new results concerning the eects of matter and
radiation on the development of inflation.
In Section negative we show the phase portraits for a model where the eective potential can become
negative. We discuss general properties of such models, and in particular the ways in which they dier from
the models of the previous section. One of our major conclusions is that such models generically enter a
stage of contraction. In Section switch we will examine in detail the transition from expansion to contraction
in models of this type.
Many of the features of scalar eld cosmology that we are going to discuss are model-independent. The
phase portraits in Sections positive-switch all use the simplest model V (φ) = m2φ2/2 + V0, but in Section
Other we discuss some other theories with negative potentials.
In Section singularity we will discuss cosmological evolution near the initial and nal singularities, and
in particular the role of particle production and anisotropy near the singularity.
In Section Cycles we will apply our methods to the investigation of the cyclic scenario. As we will see,
the cyclic regime in this scenario does not appear automatically. One should ne-tune the potential V (φ) and
learn how to work with the super-Planckian potentials jV (φ)j > 1. One should also introduce superheavy
particles with specic properties, study their production at the singularity, and make sure that they do not
aect the present stage of the evolution of the universe. This adds new \epicycles" to this scenario, making
it even more speculative. We discuss several possible modications of this scenario and conclude that the
best way to improve it is to add a usual stage of inflation before the stage of large scale structure formation.
This modication resolves many problems of the original version of the cyclic scenario. In this modied form
of the cyclic scenario inflation is once again the source of density perturbations as well as the resolution of
the cosmological problems such as homogeneity and flatness.
Section Conclusions summarizes our main conclusions concerning cosmology with negative potentials
and cyclic universe.
archetypesFour Basic Regimes in Scalar Field Cosmology
toymodelA toy model with V (φ) = 12m
2φ2 + V0
We will study the behavior of a homogeneous scalar eld in a Friedmann universe with the metric
equationmetric ds2 = −dt2 + a2(t)ds23 ,
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